You can see where gorillas live and what they do.

Gorillas live in Rwandan National Park of Volcanoes.

Hunters used to kill gorillas with their spears.

Thieves used to steal gorillas' babies.
5. Hunters used to kill elephants in order to sell tusks.

6. Others used to kill buffaloes in order to get meat.

7. Foreigners use to give money to natives so that they might steal their country's richness.

8. Natives destroyed the forest that produces rain and fresh air.
Some people who live near the park used to destroy it by growing their own plants.

Others could cut trees in the park in order to produce from them charcoal.

The National Park of Volcanoes has also been destroyed by bee keepers.

Urgent measures had to be taken to fight against all kinds of destroyers.
Tourists who want earnestly to see Mountain Gorillas come in Rwanda.

Tourists freely choose nice hotels in which they enjoy their stay after visiting gorillas.

Tourists can go wherever they want in the country.

Tourists can take photos of all animals they see in the park.
Everyone can see how gorillas love each other.

This is the head of the family who is called Lusenge, inanzu, kipuka.

In the park, you can see monkeys playing in the branches of trees.

You are all invited to come and see elephants and gorillas mountain.